26 Gauge Textured AZ50 Galvalume

Bronze (TBZ)

Burgundy (TBU)

Colonial Red (TCR)

Charcoal (TCH)

Ash Gray (TAG)

Light Stone (TLS)

Black (TBL)

Evergreen (TEG)

Gallery Blue (TGB)

Available in Multiple Panel Profiles

We strive to make our color charts as precise as possible, but the accuracy of the painted chips is not guaranteed. For 100% color matching, please request a free metal sample.
Why Choose Textured?

Our textured panels continue to be very popular in residential applications.

Homeowners like it because the unique textured surface redirects sunlight for less glare than smooth panels. Plus the textured panels are less prone to “oil canning” which makes for a more attractive roof.

Contractors like it because the texture provides more grip during installation than smooth panels.

Because the textured coating is baked into the metal coil at the factory, our textured panels carry the same 40-year film integrity warranty as our smooth panels.